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DAILY LESSON PLAN 

Math GRADE:3 

(NO.10/12) 

 

 

DAILY LESSON PLAN 

Unit 1: Whole Numbers.                                                                                              Date:_____ 

Topic: Comparing and ordering of Numbers (Ordering of Numbers).                Year Level: 3                                           

Key Learning Area: arranging the numbers in ascending and descending order.                                   

Outcomes: Ordering the numbers. 

 

Lesson Structure: 

Time Introduction (Set): Teaching Approaches 
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10 min. Recall the previous lecture. Ask about the 

comparing of numbers with signs.  

Define and give them understanding of Ascending 

order. 

Tell them when we count things in ascending order. 

Every number that comes after is one bigger than 

the number that comes before. 

Define and give them understanding of Descending 

order. 

Briefly describe that when we count backwards, we 

count in descending order. Each number before is 

one lesser than the one before it.           

Warm up Activity: 

Teacher will ask children to 

make a line height wise. It 

means short one will stand 

front and taller one back. 

This line will be ascending 

order. Now children will 

told to rearrange their line 

in descending order. It 

means that have to stand 

other way. Now taller one 

will lead it means ascending 

order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LESSON STRUCTURE: 

Time Main Content: Teaching Approaches 
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25 min.  
Ordering of Numbers by Place Value:  
Do introduce the place value chart to compare the 
numbers by place value and then arrange the 
numbers sequentially. 
 
Enforced the concept that we always compare the 
numbers from left to right. 
 
Challenge your students with some brain teasers by 
giving them some random sequences and ask them 
to order the random sequence by ascending and 
then descending order. 
 
Ask them to solve pages number 27 from Incredible 
Mathematics book of grade 3. 

Steps Climbing activity: 

Make 1 student to stand on 

the upper stair and second 

student on the lower stair. 

Ask students: 

When we go up upstairs 

what kind of order is it? 

When we come downstairs 

what kind of order is it? 

 

 
Place Value Chart: 
Compare the numbers by 
using place value chart. Ask 
the students to write the 
given numbers in place 
value chart first and then 
compare later. 
Do ask the reason of their 
answer. Help them to 
explain through position of 
the numbers in place value 
chart 
 

 

Time Conclusion: Teaching Approaches 

5 min. Students will be able to: 

Define ''ascending order'' 

Define ''descending order'' 

Demonstrate the ability to place multi-digit 

numbers in ascending or descending order 

Ask students, "what did we 

learn about comparing 

numbers today"?  

Ask for questions. 
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Resources: 

Writing board, chalk/marker, color board markers, sticky notes, place value chart, 

Ascending and Descending order activity worksheets, Incredible Mathematics Grade 3 

book, notebooks etc. 

 

Safety Consideration/ Materials  

None 

 

Assessment 

Related worksheets  

Board test 

Mind-teasers. 

Quiz etc. 

 

Reflection 

Students have understood that how to: 

Define ''ascending order'' 

Define ''descending order'' 

Demonstrate the ability to place multi-digit numbers in ascending or descending order 

 

 

 


